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ExpensesWorking with your



Expenses

View your expenses that need 
attention on the Expenses 
screen. The easiest way to 
access the Expenses screen is 
to click Expenses from Home 
screen top menu.

The default view provides you 
a list of expenses that need 
attention - your To Do list.

The left-hand navigation lets 
you switch between your 
receipts and expenses.

You can identify the expense you want to work on using 
indicators on the screen, for example:

• MCG icons to identify the type of expense, 
• Date and Status filters to view only relevant items, 
• Search bar to find an expense quickly,
• Switch between Billing and Source currency



Using the power of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
technology, Fraedom is now able to link your receipt 
images to your expenses automatically!

The ranking (1 to 5) helps you to identify images matching 
your expense and if an image ranks 4 or higher, we link it 
automatically based on the information extracted.

In order to increase the number of receipts that auto-link  
to your expenses you need to make sure you upload the 
best quality receipt images that you can. We recommend 
taking photos of receipts as soon as you get them before 
they get squashed in your pocket.

Follow these simple steps below to taking the perfect 
receipt image:

      Make sure it’s one receipt at a time

      Place the image on a flat dark surface

      Line up your image, make sure it’s in focus

      Don’t obstruct the image with fingers or shadows

      Make sure your image isn’t really small

OCR Linking - Get it right the first time



Coding and completing your expense

Coding your expense is the most important part of expense 
management. To aid you in this process, we have designed tools 
like Spend Wizards and Expense Templates.

Spend Wizards help you to allocate your spend to the correct 
categories and once you have identified your category, allocate 
the spend with an easy and intuitive workflow.

Alternatively, you can also create and apply Expense Templates 
which helps you code your reoccurring expenses quickly e.g. 
team coffee, taxi, etc.

You can create, edit and search for a template and apply it with 
a single click to your expense. 

Lastly, once you are happy with the details, click Complete. If 
you are still working on your expense, click Save draft to save it.



Capturing your cash expenses

For your cash expenses, just click Cash Expense either from the 
Home Screen or from the Expenses screen.

Creating a cash expense is easy: 

• Just upload a clear receipt, 
• Enter the amount, date and description of the expense,
• Apply a relevant Spend Wizard 

you’re all done.


